
Real Beauty
Heartland Woods are precision crafted with  
1” and 2” slat sizes or our distinctive 2 ½”  
Plantation slat.  Each provides control of  
the light and sun but with varying degree 

The beauty of 100% real hardwood is created by 
the variation of grain texture and color. Wood is 
particularly noted for its variety in graining and 
due to these special characteristics of wood, 
each slat may vary in tone.  

Lafayette’s exclusive Light-Ban slat system  
eliminates rout holes, so light cannot peak 
 through closed slats.  And the EZE-Clean feature 
allows each slat to be removed and replaced  
 for easy cleaning.  Standard on 2 1’2” Plantation    
    slat (shown) and optional on  2” Heartland    
      Woods.

This is the nature of the  
hardwood species and  
unusual graining or color  
variations are a natural and 
acceptable condition of quality 
wood finishes making Heartland 
Woods wood blinds as distinctive 
as they are beautiful. 



The elite 2 ½” Plantation slat lends the luxurious 
look and solidity of a wood shutter to the  
practicality of a wood blind. Dress up your 
wood blinds with decorative tapes.   
Our wide assortment of solids and prints add 
an accent of color to complement your  
decorating theme and minimize route  
holes for maximum light control.

Heartland  
at a Glance

 
Slat Sizes 
1”, 2” and 2 1/2” Plantation Slat

Color Options 
An extensive array of paints and stains  
including designer colors, prints and  
distressed finishes

Light Control Options 
Light-Ban feature, eliminates cord holes

Valance Options 
3” Monarch Valance (Standard)  
3” Imperial Valance (Option) 
3 1/2” Camelot Valance (Optional Upgrade) 
3 1/2” Queen Anne (Optional Upgrade) 
4 1/4” Cavalier (Optional Upgrade) 
4 1/2” Majesty (Optional Upgrade)

Tape Options 
Braided ladders or optional decorative tapes  
in solids or prints

Motorized Options 
Motorized tilt, or Motorized Tilt and Lift

Care and Cleaning 
Easy to clean with a soft cloth or a gentle 
vacuum.

UV Blocking 
99% when blind is closed

Energy Efficiency 
Moderate

Limited Lifetime Warranty 
Yes
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Come Home 
to Heartland
Bring home all the beauty of genuine wood  
and the quality you demand with custom made  
Heartland Woods™ wood blinds from Lafayette  
Interior Fashions.  You’ll welcome our complete  
collection of rich stains, designer color paints  
and popular printed and distressed finishes  
carefully selected to complement  
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